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We present a cryogenic system design and development for ice lithography. The cryo-stage is designed with
embedded channels to allow direct liquid nitrogen flow, enabling fast cryogenic cooling, and low sample tem
perature. The stage cools down to 78.8 K in 20 min and heats up to room temperature in 15 min, which increases
throughput significantly. Compared to the previous designs, the new system reduces cooling time by 85%, and it
is 50 K colder. The cryo-stage is fabricated using copper, aluminum, and polyether ether ketone (PEEK) polymer.
Numerical simulations show that the thermal stress on the cryo-stage during the cooling process remains well
below stage materials' mechanical yield limits. Finally, the lower stage temperature enables us to explore new
precursors, materials, and applications, which we demonstrate by combining ice lithography with printed
flexible electronics technology.

1. Introduction
With the advancement of nanotechnology and three-dimensional
(3D) micro-and nano-scale manufacturing, several interdisciplinary
fields, like, nanophotonics, electronics and biomedical engineering,
have adopted them [1–4]. In the last 10 years, fluidic forced microscopy
[5–7], two-photon stereolithography [8–11], focused electron beam
induced deposition (FEBID) [12–15] have emerged as bottom-up addi
tive manufacturing methods for the development of 3D micro- and
nanostructures. Supplementing the above technologies, ice lithography
(IL) has emerged as an efficient micro- and nano-scale direct-write ad
ditive manufacturing method [16–26].
IL applies electron-solid interaction principles to create patterns for
nanodevice fabrication [17,27]. The IL process uses water and other
organic precursors and can be implemented on various substrates. The IL
process composes condensing precursor gases on the substrate held at
cryogenic temperature and vacuum, as illustrated in Fig. 1, then exposes
the ice resist by high energy focused electron beam (e-beam) for
patterning. As a result, cross-linking creates a large molecule network
that is stable at room temperature. Layer-by-layer processing allows the
fabrication of 3D structures. Finally, excess materials are removed by the
final thermal sublimation step.
A wide range of materials can be patterned using IL, assessing the
forming of ice resist at cryogenic temperatures [18,21,27,28]. For
example, dielectric poly(ethylene) like materials can be deposited using

alkane ice resist, such as, octane (C8H18) and nonane (C9H20). Further
more, based on evidence from FEBID research, organometallic pre
cursors designed for chemical vapor deposition might be employed with
IL. Examples are silver (Ag), gold (Au), platinum (Pt), iron (Fe), tungsten
(W), cobalt (Co), and ferrocobalt (Co3Fe) alloys [12,29–31].
The IL method provides 1000 times higher throughput compared to
FEBID [21]. Due to its ability to produce fine features of different ma
terials in fewer steps, IL is a suitable technology for developing microand nano-scale 2D and 3D smart electronic devices for many applica
tions [32]. A critical part of IL technology is the cryostage, which keeps
the sample cold. The previous cryostage designs used the thermal con
duction method to cool down the stage [19,27]. A flexible copper braid
is employed to connect the cryogenic stage to the cold finger, which is
mechanically clamped to copper rod feedthrough. The ambient end of
the copper rod is dipped into a liquid nitrogen (LN2) flask. The minimum
stage temperature of 130 K can be achieved using this stage design.
However, it requires relatively long cooling and heating times. What is
more important, exploring new materials and precursors require lower
stage temperature. Therefore, to enhance the capability and throughput
of IL, we need to improve the cryogenic stage design that enables fast
and better cooling and heating.
Herein, we report a new IL cryogenic stage (cryo-stage) that is
compatible with smaller and modern scanning electron microscopes
(SEM). Among the most important requirements are lower temperature,
higher throughput, faster cooling and heating. In addition, we need to
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Fig. 1. Schematic of ice lithography process: (a) deposition of organic ice resist layer at cryogenic temperature, (b) pattern of the ice resist using an electron beam,
and (c) sublimation of excess materials by applying heat.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the cryogenic system and cryo-stage for ice lithography.

minimize vacuum contamination by maximizing cryogenic shielding to
eliminate condensable vapors in the immediate environment of the cold
sample. This new cryo-stage will enable the investigation of new organic
materials for IL.

the SEM stage, the sample holder, the cooling block, and the cold finger
are suspended on the baseplate using four thermally insulating poly
ether ether ketone (PEEK) polymer pillars. The Faraday cup for e-beam
current measurement is also mounted on the baseplate.

2. Cryogenic stage design

3. Results and discussions

The new IL cryogenic stage is compatible with the FlexSEM1000
from Hitachi. Fig. 2 illustrates the schematic of the cryogenic system
design. The cryogenic system consists of external LN2 tank mounted on
the SEM vacuum chamber using a custom feedthrough flange, and the
cryo-stage connected to the LN2 tank via flexible stainless steel (SS)
tubes. To enhance throughput, the new cryo-stage design is adopted for
direct liquid nitrogen cooling. The cryo-stage includes a cooling block
that houses a built-in channel to facilitate the LN2 flow through the block
and inlet and outlet for the LN2, sample holder, cold-finger to minimize
the vacuum contamination, and faraday cup for e-beam current mea
surement. The inlet and outlet of the cooling block are connected to the
LN2 tank outlet and chimney, respectively. Both the sample holder and
the cold finger are connected mechanically to the cooling block. The
spacing between the sample holder and the cold finger is 2.5 mm. The
sample holder has an area of 40 mm × 40 mm, and an integrated car
tridge heater. The cold finger outer diameter is 55 mm, and the thickness
is 2 mm. To reduce heat transfer to other sections of the cryo-stage and

3.1. Thermomechanical modeling
The thermal stress due to the cooling and heating of the cryo-stage
was a concern. Thus, the cryo-stage finite element (FEM) model is
developed to perform numerical simulation using Comsol multiphysics
software (version 5.5). Fig. 3a presents domains of the 3D model of the
cryo-stage with finite element mesh. Cryogenic temperature source is
introduced to the embedded channel walls. The resulting FEM model
with fully coupled solid mechanics and heat transfer in the solids physics
interface was solved by applying the time dependent study for 0 to 300
min.
The numerical study shows that while heating and cooling, the new
design of the cryo-stage enables fast and effective heat transfer from the
cooling block to the sample holder and the cold finger. Fig. 3b presents
the temperature profile of the cryo-stage after 60 min of cooling. It
shows the cold cooling block, sample holder, and cold finger. The
baseplate did not cool to cryogenic temperature. The sample holder
2
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Fig. 3. Numerical simulations: (a) 3D model of cryo-stage with FEM mesh, (b) temperature profile of the cryo-stage due to heat transfer after 60 min, (c) temperature
and (d) von Mises Stress along the length (representing distance from the cooling block) of the sample holder.

Fig. 4. Photograph of the developed (a) full cryogenic system and (b) cryo-stage. Scale: the outer diameter of the cold finger is 55 mm.

temperature evolution along its length is presented in Fig. 3c. In the
ideal condition, the new design allows the sample holder to reach a
uniform temperature of 77.4 K within minutes. However, because of the
boiling and finite supply of LN2, we anticipate that the experimental
cooling time is significantly longer than a few minutes.

The thermal expansion and contraction due to abrupt change of
temperature induce thermal stress on the cryo-stage. Fig. 3d illustrates
the von Mises stress (σv), that refers to the equivalent stress combining
three principal stress [33], of the sample holder due to cooling. Thermal
stress increase for higher temperature gradient and gradually decrease
3
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3.3. Characterization and testing

Table 1
Comparison with old [27] design.
Parameters
Stage minimum temperature [K]
Cold-finger minimum temperature [K]
Baseplate minimum temperature [K]
Cooling time [mins]
Heating time [mins]
Vibration [nm]

Old stage

This work

130
110
288
>120
–
30

78.8
81.4
280.7
<20
<15
180 ± 30

The performance of the cryo-stage is carefully tested, and the results
are compared to previous IL cryostage designs [19,27] and summarized
in Table 1. To assist these tests, a dedicated silicon substrate, having thin
silicon dioxide coating and with Mo electrodes made by photolithog
raphy and lift-off, is placed on the sample holder of the cryo-stage. SEM
vacuum is applied and the LN2 tank is filled with liquid nitrogen. The
LN2 flows from the tank to the cooling block of the cryo-stage due to
gravity. The heat transfer occurs between the LN2 and the cooling block,
and the warmer nitrogen gas escapes through the chimney. Fig. 5a
shows the temperature drops with respect to time of different sections of
the cryo-stage. The sample holder cooled to 78.8 K in less than 20 min.
The temperature of the cold finger is 81.4 K, which allows efficient
trapping of undesired condensable gasses. The temperature of the
baseplate is recorded to 280.7 K after 20 min. As a result, the temper
ature drop does not impact the SEM stage parts, although the cryo-stage
remains at cryogenic temperature. Therefore, the design of the PEEK
pillars provides good thermal insulation along with mechanical stability
and robustness during operation. Once the LN2 tank is filled, the stage
temperature can be maintained at cryogenic temperature for about 5 h.
The cooling time is indeed longer than the few minutes obtained from
the stimulations, and it is much shorter than the previous designs.
To heat the cold cryo-stage to room temperature, the liquid nitrogen
in the tank is emptied and then compressed air is blown through the
chimney to heat the cryo-stage. In less than 15 min, both the sample
holder, the cold-finger, and the baseplate reach room temperature
(Fig. 5b). The best SEM vacuum pressure is 2.5 × 10− 5 mbar, and the
pressure increased slightly during IPA sublimation, but the SEMs oper
ation is not affected. The change in vacuum is negligible since the
amount of organic ice is very low. The best vacuum recovers quickly for
imaging after sublimation. To conclude, the new cryo-stage design is
efficient in cooling and heating, reducing the IL processing time and
increasing the throughput of the lithography process.
Because the different cryo-stage parts are made of different materials
with different thermal expansion coefficients, we reasoned that the
thermal stresses are most likely created during heating or cooling. The
coefficient of thermal expansion of Cu, Al and PEEK are, respectively, 17
× 10− 6, 23 × 10–6, and 5 × 10− 5 per kelvin. For every kelvin in tem
perature difference, the PEEK pillars shrink 25 times more than Cu and
Al parts. This will lead to thermal drift. Indeed, sample drift is observed
while cooling the cryo-stage. However, this issue subsides once the
temperature is stabilized.
The vibration of the cryo-stage is another factor that we observed
due to boiling of the liquid nitrogen. The cryo-stage vibration is recorded
by imaging the sharp edge of the Mo electrodes on the silicon substrate.

as sample holder reach homogenous and stable temperatures. The
maximum thermal stress of ~55 MPa is observed along the length of the
cryo-stage sample holder, which remains much lower than the materials
yield stress (The Young modulus of copper (Cu), aluminum (Al), and
PEEK is 110, 70, and 3.6 GPa, respectively). Therefore, from the nu
merical simulation, we conclude that the new design and the selection of
materials enable fast cryogenic cooling without causing mechanical
failure.
3.2. Fabrication and assembly
Fig. 4 shows photographs of the new cryogenic system and cryostage. The double-layered liquid nitrogen tank is designed and made
in collaboration with the Kadel Engineering, Indiana, USA. Flexible SS
tubes are purchased from Swagelok. Cryo-stage custom parts are made
in the department machine workshop. The cooling block, sample holder,
and cold-finger of the cryo-stage are made of Cu, as it has a superior
thermal conductivity of 400 W/mK. The thermally insulating pillars are
made of PEEK, which has a low thermal conductivity of 0.25 W/mK, and
the baseplate is Al. Stainless steel flexible tubes were welded to the inlet
and outlet of the LN2 tank. The other ends of the tubes were soldered to
the inlet and outlet of the cryo-stage cooling block. The cryogenic
cooling system is then leak tested to confirm the integrity of the welding
and soldering. The temperature measurements of the sample holder,
baseplate, and the cold finger are performed using type k thermocou
ples. Both the thermocouple and the heater are connected to a custombuilt temperature control unit that includes PID temperature controllers
(model: 2216E, from EuroTherm) and power supplies. The Faraday cup
is also made of Cu, with a 200 μm Cu aperture on the top and a PEEK
spacer on the bottom for electrical insulation. It is connected to the builtin picoammeter of the SEM for e-beam current measurement. The
assembled cryogenic system is connected to the SEM vacuum chamber
and tested. Once the cryogenic system is connected to the vacuum
chamber of the SEM, the pressure is maintained below 2.5 × 10− 5 mbar.

Fig. 5. Performance of the sample holder, cold-finger, and baseplate of the cryo-stage (a) cryogenic cooling using liquid nitrogen, and (b) heating up using com
pressed air.
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Fig. 6. E-beam current measurement using faraday cup connected to picoammeter with respect to e-beam(a) acceleration voltage for varying spot intensity, and (b)
spot intensity for changing acceleration voltage.

Fig. 7. (a) Photograph of the flexible PI substrate with inkjet-printed Ag electrodes, (b) optical micrograph of printed Ag electrode. SEM image of (c) pristine printed
electronics transducers with Ag electrodes, (d) organic ice layer formation over the printed electronics transducers. And (e) 3D confocal micrograph of the crosslinked IPA organic ice resist pattern on flexible transducers.

Measurement reveals that the vibration of the cryo-stage is 180 ± 30 nm
after the stable cryogenic temperature is reached. The integrated low
magnetic field cartridge heater (HHP 50 W from SAN A/S) is used to
control the cryo-stage temperature, and it does not affect the e-beam. As
we expected, while in use, the heater causes the increase of LN2 boiling
and thus induces higher vibration. For example, the vibration of 2.1 ±
0.7 μm was recorded when the cryo-stage heated to 100 K.
Another important factor of ice lithography is the e-beam current
measurement, which is linked with the electron dose process parameter.
The Faraday cup, that remains at room temperature, is used for e-beam
current measurement. Fig. 6 illustrates the e-beam current measurement
for different e-beam acceleration voltage and spot intensity. The e-beam
current increases with increasing acceleration voltage and spot in
tensity. These results correspond well with the SEM performance, such
we can apply measured e-beam current data for IL with great
confidence.
We also report a new IL application, where IL is combined with
printed electronics transducers on flexible polyimide (PI) foil. There are
several challenges associated with this application. (i) It is unclear if the
insulating PI foil would cause significant sample charging that would
prohibit e-beam processing, (ii) PI is also a good thermal insulator, and if

this would hinder ice lare formation, and (iii) whether the cooling of PI
at the cryogenic temperatures would affect printed electronics devices.
A set of carefully planned experiments were carried out to integrate
printed electronics transducers and IL. The transducer consists of flex
ible 125 μm thick PI foil with inkjet printed silver electrodes (Fig. 7a, b).
Inkjet printing was performed using silver nanoparticle-based ink (130EG1) from PVnanocell employing Dimatix 2800-DMP inkjet printer with
10 pL cartridges from Fujifilm, and sintered at 150 ◦ C for 30 min in
thermal oven. The thickness of the inkjet printed silver electrodes are
800 ± 25 nm. Isopropanol (IPA) is used as precursor, because it is
compatible with printed electronics devices. For a flat patterning sur
face, the flexible PI substrat was mounted of Si wafer using ‘Apiezon N
Grease’. This also ensured good thermal thermal contact for the PI foil.
Flexible tranducers were mounted in the IL instrument and cooled down
(Thermomechanical simulations showed that the PI foil cools down to
80 K within a minute following the cryo-stage), IPA vapor was injected
through a nozzle placed above the cold substrate using gas injection
system (GIS). Instant formation of IPA ice on the printed transducer was
observed in the IL. Fig. 7 (c, d) shows SEM images of the printed elec
tronics transducers before and after the condensation of IPA organic ice
layer. Homogeneous ice layer covers the Ag electrodes and PI foil surface
5
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in between. Rapid condensation forms amorphous or nanocrystalline ice
thin films. Different primary electron (PE) energies were initially used to
examine IPA ice layer to evaluate which e-beam energy would cause the
least charging effects. For these printed electornic transducers, PE en
ergies below 8 keV leads to significant charging such that SEM imaging
and patterning was not possible. Thereafter, using a 10 keV PE energy
and e-beam lithography system (Raith Elphy), lines were patterned
across the silver electrodes applying line dose between 0.25 and 1 μC/
cm, and area doses of 25 mC/cm2. The patterning took 17 min and 4 s.
The uncross-linked IPA was sublimated by heating the cryo-stage and
printed electronics device to room temperature. No degradation of the
printed electronics transducers is observed, e.g., change of conductivity
or delamination of inkjet-printed Ag electrodes. The cross-linked IPA
patterns were then characterized using SEM and Olympus LEXT
OLS4100 laser confocal microscope (Fig. 7e). The pattered IPA ice resist
were between 1 μm and 10 μm wide, and the thickness of the crosslinked IPA line patterns varies between 150 nm and 650 nm depend
ing on the electron doses. For IL performance please see our previous
work, and here the smallest lines were just 4 nm wide [18].
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4. Conclusion
We presented a new cryo-stage for ice lithography. The cryo-stage
exhibits fast cooling and heating performance. The thermal stress re
mains well below the yield limit of the used materials. The cryo-stage
design enables cryogenic cooling and warming up to room tempera
ture in less than 20 and 15 min respectively, and thus increase the
throughput the ice lithography process. Moreover, the IL patterning of
IPA ice resist on flexible polyimide substrate with inkjet-printed silver
electrode was also demonstrated. This confirms the compatibility of ice
lithography process with flexible electronics technology, and thus IL can
be utilized to develop printed electronic device with nanometer struc
tures, sensors and actuators. This study shows several improvements in
terms of key performance over the old cryo-stage design [27], which is
summarized in Table 1. In the future, the cryo-stage design will be
further modified and optimized to reduce stage vibration.
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